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Abstract: Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS) are receiving
global attention due to their persistence in the environment through wastewater effluent discharges
and past improper industrial waste disposal. They are resistant to biological degradation and if
present in wastewater are discharged into the environment. The US Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) issued drinking water Health Advisories for PFOA and PFOS at 70 ng/L each and for the sum
of the two. The need for an enforceable primary drinking water regulation under the Safe Drinking
Water Act (SDWA) is currently being assessed. The USEPA faces stringent legal constraints and
technical barriers to develop a primary drinking water regulation for PFOA and PFOS. This review
synthesizes current knowledge providing a publicly available, comprehensive point of reference
for researchers, water utilities, industry, and regulatory agencies to better understand and address
cross-cutting issues associated with regulation of PFOA and PFOS contamination of drinking water.
Keywords: perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA); perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS; drinking water;
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA); US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA); regulation; best
available technology (BAT); maximum contaminant level (MCL)

1. Introduction
Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) are synthetic industrial chemicals used throughout the world.
The Swedish Chemicals Agency (2015) [1] estimated that more than 4000 types of perfluoroalkyl
substances have been synthesized, with more than 2000 on the global market. Global annual PFAS
emissions steadily increased from 2002 to 2012, with a geographical shift of industrial sources
away from North America, Europe and Japan towards emerging Asian economies and China [2,3].
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has updated a comprehensive
list of over 4700 PFAS-related chemicals on the global market based on the chemical abstract service
(CAS) numbers [4].
PFASs are resistant to biological degradation, breaking down very slowly in the environment.
When present in municipal and industrial wastewaters they typically pass through wastewater
treatment plant processes and are discharged in the effluent. When used industrially, PFASs may be
emitted into the air or accidently released to the environment [2,3]. They are poorly adsorbed by soils
and aquifer materials and readily transported via surface water and ground water. Because of their
longevity in the environment, PFASs and other synthetic organic chemicals with these properties are
generally referred to as persistent organic pollutants (POPs).
To date most research attention globally has been given to two PFASs, perfluorooctanoic acid
(PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS). Potential adverse human health effects from PFOA
and PFOS in drinking water and POPs in the environment have been an ongoing concern for several
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decades. Improper disposal of industrial wastes containing PFASs in the decades prior to the enactment
of environmental protection laws, PFAS presence in wastewater discharges, and releases to the air have
distributed PFAS contaminants globally. Regulatory agencies in more than 12 countries have established
guidelines or health advisory values for PFOA and PFOS in drinking water and/or groundwater.
In 2009 the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) identified PFOA and PFOS as
contaminants of potential concern in drinking water. Major PFOA and PFOS contamination of
the environment and drinking water supplies had been discovered in several states, in particular West
Virginia [5], Ohio [6], and Minnesota [7]. PFOA and PFOS were included on the third drinking water
contaminant candidate list (CCL) [8]. The CCL lists substances of potential health concern if present
in drinking water, but for which the knowledge-base is too limited to determine whether a national
regulation is needed. The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) requires updating of the CCL every five
years. Where drinking water is contaminated with PFOA and PFOS, state agencies take action to
address these situations.
Drinking water health advisories for PFOA and PFOS were issued by the USEPA in May 2016 [9,10].
Advisories provide technical information to state agencies and other public health officials on health
effects, analytical methodologies, and treatment technologies to assist them in making risk management
decisions. Advocacy groups and others were critical of the advisories, arguing that PFOA and PFOS
should be regulated nationally [11,12]. In response, on February 14, 2019 the USEPA released a
comprehensive action plan to address PFASs [13,14], stating for drinking water that:
“The next step in the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) process for issuing drinking water standards
is to propose a regulatory determination. The Agency is also gathering and evaluating information to
determine if regulation is appropriate for a broader class of PFAS”.
State agencies have the authority to act to address PFOA and PFOS contamination within their
jurisdiction. States may adopt health advisories and regulations more stringent than the USEPA.
Issuance of a national enforceable regulation for PFOA and PFOS involves considerations beyond
the state level. PFOA and PFOS have drawn worldwide research attention, so much so that the
knowledge-base for these contaminants has expanded dramatically since 2016. The USEPA is now
deciding whether national drinking water regulations for PFOA and PFOS are warranted.
Originally enacted in 1974, the SDWA was amended in 1996 to establish specific procedures and
conditions for issuing an enforceable national U.S. drinking water regulation [15]. Regulation of a
contaminant in drinking water raises cross-cutting issues related to health, analysis, exposure, water
treatment, risk assessment, and risk management. The purpose of this paper is to synthesize current
knowledge to serve as a publicly available comprehensive starting point for researchers, water utilities,
industry, and regulatory agencies to understand the issues most relevant to a drinking water regulation
for PFOA and PFOS. This paper examines the rationale behind SDWA requirements for contaminant
regulation as they apply to PFOA, PFOS, and other POPs that may be regulated in the future. Current
knowledge regarding PFOA and PFOS is summarized and recommendations made for responding to
PFOA and PFOS contamination regardless of whether a national regulation is established.
2. Authority to Regulate
The SDWA regulatory process is very thorough, taking several years to complete. The SDWA,
the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) [16], and agency regulatory policies impose important
constraints on contaminant regulation.
The majority of drinking water contaminants now regulated were established between 1986 and
1995 with many maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) based on prior regulations. In 1986 the SDWA
was amended to require regulation of at least 25 contaminants every five years. Lack of information
seriously hindered the regulation of new contaminants. Resource limitations made it impractical for
the agency to meet this requirement, and regulatory activity came to a halt in the mid-1990s. To meet
the SDWA requirement initially regulations for disinfectants, disinfection byproducts and additional
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surface water treatment rules were developed through formal regulatory negotiation. However,
regulating 25 individual contaminants on a regular basis proved to be an impossible task.
In 1990 the USEPA Science Advisory Board issued the report Reducing Risk: Setting Priorities and
Strategies for Environmental Protection [17]. This report was very influential during the decade of the
1990s for focusing the USEPA on setting priorities to address environmental risks that would achieve
the greatest risk reduction. In 1996 the US Congress amended the SDWA to establish procedures aimed
at enabling the USEPA to set priorities for regulating contaminants in drinking water.
The SDWA grants the USEPA the general authority to regulate a contaminant in drinking water if
it finds the following three conditions are met [18]:
1.
2.
3.

The contaminant may have an adverse effect on the health of persons;
The contaminant is known to occur or there is a substantial likelihood that the contaminant will
occur in public water systems with a frequency and at levels of public health concern; and
The regulation of the contaminant presents meaningful opportunity for health risk reduction for
persons served by public water systems.

The SDWA conditions to regulate a new contaminant are intended to focus the agency’s efforts
and limited resources on regulating contaminants which would achieve the greatest risk reduction
nationally. Substances not present or are not likely to occur in drinking water nationally pose no actual
health risk. A substance that does not and is not likely to have an adverse health effect poses no actual
health risk. Drinking water regulations are to achieve a meaningful health risk reduction nationally.
The SDWA also allows the agency to act to address contaminants that pose an urgent threat to public
health [19].
3. Properties and Uses of PFOA and PFOS
PFOA and PFOS are both considered long-chain PFASs, which are perfluorocarboxilic acids with
eight or more carbon atoms or perfluorosulfonic acids with six or more carbon atoms [20]. PFOA
and PFOS are eight-carbon compounds (C8) having unique chemical properties including surface
activity, thermal and acid resistance, and repelling both water and oil [20]. Commercial applications
of PFASs include stain-resistant coatings for carpeting and upholstery, breathable water-resistant
outdoor clothing, and greaseproof packaging. They are also used to manufacture fluoropolymers
such as polytetrafluoroethylene [21]. PFASs are found in aqueous film-forming foams used to fight
hydrocarbon fires [22].
PFOA was first used to manufacture commercial products in 1949 and was used to manufacture
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) for non-stick coatings. PFOS had been produced since the 1940s
and was previously used in fabric protectors. Both PFOA and PFOS were used in a variety of other
industrial and well-known consumer products. PFOA and PFOS are stable, non-volatile, and very
soluble in water. They are highly mobile in the environment and have been detected in natural waters,
wastewater effluents, treated drinking waters and a variety of food products in many countries [23,24].
When inhaled or ingested, PFOA and PFOS are readily absorbed into the human body. In 2009–2010
the National average blood serum levels in the United States were 3.1 ppb and 9.3 ppb for PFOS and
PFOA, respectively [25]. These compounds are biologically stable and are not metabolized.
Major US manufacturers have voluntarily phased out production of PFOA and PFOS. In the year
2000 the US manufacturer 3M announced it would voluntarily phase out all production of PFOS due to
concerns over potential lawsuits, regulatory pressure, and negative public perception. In 2006, eight US
chemical manufacturers agreed to phase out all production and use of PFOA and related compounds
by 2015. Both PFOA and PFOS are no longer produced in the United States. Since elimination of their
use, blood serum levels for PFOA and PFOS in the United States have been declining [26]. Exposure to
PFOA and PFOS remains possible due to legacy uses, existing and legacy uses on imported goods,
degradation of precursors, and extremely high persistence in the human body and the environment.
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Although their use has been discontinued in the United States, they are still produced for commercial
use in other countries [27,28].
4. Analytical Methods
Aqueous samples are typically analyzed for PFASs using liquid-liquid extraction, ion-pair
extraction, or solid-phase extraction followed by HPLC-MS/MS or GC/MS [29]. In 2009, the USEPA
released Method 537 for the analysis of 14 PFASs in drinking water using solid-phase extraction followed
by Liquid Chromatography/Tandem Mass Spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) [30]. A highly-skilled analyst is
required to generate reliable analytical results using this method. For US drinking water regulatory
reporting, a laboratory must use an analytical method developed by the USEPA or a USEPA-approved
equivalent method. Method 537 had limitations but garnered widespread application for analyzing
water samples for PFOA and PFOS. The 2009 version of the method was expanded and improved to
include additional analytes and lower detection limits.
4.1. USEPA Method 537.1
Method 537.1 [31] is the standard method for the analysis of 18 PFASs, and was issued in November
2018. Table 1 lists each PFAS covered by Method 537.1, with each acronym, Chemical Abstract Service
Registration Number (CASRN), Detection Limit (DL), and single laboratory Lowest Concentration
Minimum Reporting Level (LCMRL). The DL characterizes the accuracy of each method and is defined
as the statistically calculated minimum concentration that can be measured with 99% confidence that
the reported value is greater than zero. The DL is compound-dependent and is affected by extraction
efficiency, sample matrix, fortification concentration, and instrument performance. The LCMRL is the
lowest true concentration for which future recovery is predicted to fall, with high confidence (99%),
and between 50 and 150% recovery.
Table 1. Compounds detectable by USEPA Method 537.1 [31]. USEPA: US Environmental Protection
Agency; CASRN: Chemical Abstract Service Registration Number; LCMRL: Lowest Concentration
Minimum Reporting Level; DL: Detection Limit.
Analyte (Chain Length)

Acronym

CASRN

DL
ng/L

LCMRL ng/L

Hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid
N-ethyl perfluoroactanesulfonamido-acetic acid
N-methyl perfluorooctanesulfonamidoacetic acid
Perfluorobutanesulfonic acid (C4)
Perfluorodecanoic acid (C10)
Perfluorododecanoic acid (C12)
Perfluoroheptanoic acid (C7)
Perfluorohexanesulfonic acid (C6)
Perfluorohexanoic acid (C6)
Perfluorononanoic acid (C9)
Perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (C8)
Perfluorooctanoic acid (C8)
Perfluorotetradecanoic acid (C14)
Perfluorotridecanoic acid (C13)
Perfluoroundedcanoic acid (C11)
11-chloroeicosafluoro-3-oxaundecane-1-sulfonic acid
9-chlorohexadecafluoro-3-oxanone-1-sulfonic acid
4,8-dioxa-3H-perfluorononanoic acid

HFPO-DA
NEtFOSAA
NMeFOSAA
PFBS
PFDA
PFDoA
PFHpA
PFHxS
PFHxA
PFNA
PFOS
PFOA
PFTA
PFTrDA
PFUnA
11Cl-PF3OUdS
9Cl-PF3ONS
ADONA

13252-13-6
2991-50-6
2355-31-9
375-73-5
335-76-2
307-55-1
375-85-9
355-46-4
307-24-4
375-95-1
1763-23-1
335-67-1
376-06-7
72629-94-8
2058-94-8
763051-92-9
756426-58-1
919005-14-4

1.9
2.8
2.4
1.8
1.6
1.2
0.71
1.4
1.0
0.70
1.1
0.53
1.1
0.72
1.6
1.5
1.4
0.88

4.3
4.8
4.3
6.3
3.3
1.3
0.63
2.4
1.7
0.83
2.7
0.82
1.2
0.53
5.2
1.5
1.8
0.55

4.2. Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring
In the United States, PFOA and PFOS are two of 97 chemicals listed on the fourth drinking water
contaminant candidate list (CCL 4) [32] published in 2016. As noted above, for a listed substance
to be regulated, sufficient knowledge must be available in order for a regulation to meet the SDWA
regulatory requirements.
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To assess the extent of contamination in the United States, the SDWA authorizes collection of
nationwide occurrence data through the unregulated contaminant monitoring rule (UCMR) [33]. Under
the UCMR, occurrence data is collected for a maximum of 30 analytes in a five-year cycle. Samples are
collected at all public water systems serving >10,000 people and at a statistical sample of public water
systems serving <10,000 people. Monitoring of PFOA, PFOS, perfluorobutanesulfonic acid (PFBS),
perfluoroheptanoic acid (PFHpA), perfluorohexanesulfonic acid (PFHxS), and perfluorononanoic acid
(PFNA) was required in the third UCMR (UCMR 3) between 2013 and 2015 [34].
4.3. Minimum Reporting Level (MRL)
For each contaminant monitored under the UCMR, a minimum reporting level (MRL) is specified.
The MRL is the minimum concentration at which a contaminant is reliably quantitated by individual
laboratories [34]. At or above the MRL, a competent drinking water laboratory should be expected
to obtain 50–150% recovery or better. The MRL differs from the minimum detection level by
considering both the standard deviation of low concentration analyses (precision) and the accuracy of
the measurements as they impact achievement of data quality objectives for spike recovery. MRLs
reflect the performance of competent commercial laboratories and are not based on the performance
of a particular instrument or single laboratory. Table 1 presents the MRLs for the PFASs monitored
under UCMR3.
4.4. Practical Quantitation Level (PQL)
For a drinking water regulation to be enforceable the MCL must be set at a concentration providing
a clear delineation between test results above and below the standard not affected by variability in
laboratory performance. The practical quantitation level (PQL) is typically used for this purpose.
The PQL is the lowest concentration of an analyte that can be reliably measured within specified
limits of precision and accuracy during routine laboratory operating conditions. The PQL, MRL, DL,
and LCMRL for a contaminant may all differ. An interim reporting limit and PQL for PFOA of 6 ng/L
has been adopted by New Jersey to support development of groundwater quality standards [35].
A PQL for PFOA and PFOS has not been established by the USEPA.
5. Occurrence in Public Water Systems
Drinking water supplies are vulnerable to PFOA and PFOS contamination from a variety of
sources. PFOA was first discovered because of harmful effects due to leakage from landfills that
had received PFAS-related industrial wastes [5,6,36–38]. Airports and fire training areas have been
contaminated by PFASs contained in aqueous film-forming foams used during firefighting training
activities [39]. Wastewater treatment plant discharges, biodegradation of precursors during wastewater
treatment, and land application of biosolids are potential sources of PFOA and PFOS in drinking
water supplies. Once in the environment PFOA and PFOS are stable and bioaccumulate into the food
chain [40,41].
PFOA, PFOS, and many PFASs have been detected in the environment and in drinking water
worldwide. Selected studies and the range of PFOA and PFOS concentrations reported are listed in
Table 2. Most studies listed analyzed samples for several PFASs in addition to PFOA and PFOS. A few
studies reported the ΣPFAS with the number of compounds tested differing between studies. The
concentrations presented in Table 2 are not directly comparable between studies because of differences
in the number of compounds tested, the analytical methods used, and the prevailing laboratory quality
assurance and quality control (QA/QC).
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Table 2. Concentrations of perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS)
reported in selected studies.
Country

Australia

Canada

China

Germany
India

Japan

The Netherlands

Taiwan

Thailand

United States

Location
Drinking water
Recycled water
Sydney Harbor
Great Lakes
Lake Ontario
tributaries
WWTP effluent
River waters
Drinking water
Drinking water
Bottled water
Huangpu River
Pearl River
tributaries
Yangtze River
WWTP influent
WWTP influent
WWTP effluent
WWTP effluent
Drinking water
Drinking water
Drinking water
Bottled water
River Elbe
WWTP effluent
Drinking water
Surface waters
Drinking water
River waters
SW sources
Drinking water
Drinking water
Drinking water
GW near a
fluoro-polymer plant
Semiconductor
WWTP effluent
River waters
Drinking water
River waters
Drinking water
SW sources
Treated DW
Drinking water
Drinking water

PFOA
ng/L

PFOS
ng/L

ΣPFAS
ng/L

nd–9.7
<0.09–6.9
4.2–6.4
1.6–6.7
4.1–38.1

nd–16
<0.03–34
7.5–21
1.2–37.6
2.6–22.9

nd–28
<0.03–74

[42]
[43]
[44]
[45]
[45]

6.5–54.7
0.8 max
0.20–2.1
nd–4.86
nd–<0.2
1590
0.85–13

8.6–208.5
2.5 max
3.3
nd–4.99
nd–<0.1
20.5
0.90–99

10 max
44 max
10

[45]
[24]
[46]
[47]
[47]
[48]
[49]

2.1–260
<0.13–20
2–91
<0.13–20
3–107
nd–26.3
10 mean
<0.1–45.9
nd–0.95
7.2–9.6
7.6–12.3
0.50
4–93
<0.033–2.0
0.7–43,239
5.2–92
2.3–84
0.18–18
<0.6–4.9

<0.01–14
<0.13–10
1–32
<0.13–16
1–67
0.01–2.80
3.9 mean
<0.1–14.8
nd
0.5–2.9
<0.06–82.2
0.69
3–29
<0.04–8.4
nd–200
0.26–22
0.16–22
0.066–4.9
<0.6–3.0

11.1–80.6
4.8–71.5
4.49–174.93
180 max

<0.6–54

3900–25,000

References

[49]
[50]
[51]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[46]
[53]
[47]
[54]
[54]
[46]
[55]
[46]
[24]
[56]
[56]
[46]
[57]
[58]

118.3

128,670

[59]

10.9–310
3.7
<0.3–450
1.2–4.6
112 max
104 max
1.2
<5–30

82–5400
5.4
21 max
0.13–1.9
48.3 max
36.9 max
1.4
<1–57

[59]
[46]
[24]
[46]
[60]
[60]
[46]
[61]

0.12–1101
0.15–1094

nd = none detected; WWTP = wastewater treatment plant; SW = surface water; GW = groundwater.

The number of water systems impacted is a key factor when determining whether to regulate a
contaminant under the SDWA. As mentioned above, a contaminant must be known or likely to be
present in drinking water at levels of public health concern to warrant a national regulation. Table 3
presents the results of PFAS monitoring under UCMR 3 [33]. MRLs for PFOA and PFOS were set
at 20 ng/L and 40 ng/L, respectively. At least one of the PFASs was detected in samples taken from
36 states and territories. MRLs do not represent levels considered “significant” or “harmful.” Detection
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of a contaminant above the MRL does not necessarily represent cause for concern [34]. All six PFASs
were tested at 4920 public water systems. The MRL for PFOA was exceeded by 117 water systems
representing 2.4% of the water systems tested. The MRL for PFOS was exceeded in 95 water systems,
representing 2.2% of the water systems tested.
Table 3. PFAS monitoring results under the unregulated contaminant monitoring rule (UCMR) 3 [34].1.
Measure

PFOA

PFOS

PFNA

PFHxS

PFHpA

PFBS

MRL ng/L
HRL ng/L
Total number of test results
Number of results ≥ MRL
Number of results > HRL
% of all results > HRL
Number of PWSs with results
Number of PWSs > HRL
% of PWSs > HRL

20
70
36,972
379
32
0.09%
4920
13
0.3%

40
70
36,972
292
124
0.34%
4920
46
0.9%

20
na
36,972
19
na
na
4920
na
na

30
na
36,971
207
na
na
4920
na
na

10
na
36,972
236
na
na
4920
na
na

90
na
36,972
19
na
na
4920
na
na

1

MRL: Minimum Reporting Level, HRL: Health Reference Level, PWSs: public water systems.

The UCMR 3 monitoring results represent the only available statistically valid survey of national
occurrence for the PFASs tested. When analyzing UCMR data the numbers of water systems exceeding
the MRL are a function of the concentration at which the MRL is established. Water systems impacted
by PFASs are unevenly distributed across the United States, and the number of systems affected may be
greater than suggested by UCMR3 data [62]. One laboratory performing UCMR 3 testing reanalyzed
its own UCMR 3 data (~1800 water systems) using an in-house MRL at 5 ng/L for all six PFAS. The
percentage of water systems detecting at least one of the six PFASs was 5.3%, as compared to the
USEPA estimate of 3.9% at the higher MRLs [62].
To assess the health significance of UCMR monitoring results a Health Reference Level (HRL)
was established at 70 ng/L each for PFOA and PFOS [34]. HRLs are risk-derived concentrations
against which occurrence data are compared to determine if contaminants may occur at levels of public
health concern. HRLs do not represent final determinations but are derived as screening levels prior
to development of a formal exposure assessment. The 0.07 µg/L HRL for PFOA was exceeded by
13 water systems or 0.3% of the water systems tested. The 0.07 µg/L HRL for PFOS was exceeded by
46 water systems or 0.9% of the water systems tested. At the time of UCMR 3 sampling, the USEPA
provisional drinking water health advisory levels for PFOA and PFOS were 0.400 µg/L and 0.200 µg/L,
respectively [63].
In a joint effort between the USEPA and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), paired samples from
25 drinking water treatment plants were analyzed for 247 chemical and microbial contaminants of
emerging concern. Data from this study on the occurrence of PFSA in the source water are now
available [60]. Although the number of water plants sampled do not represent a statistically valid
national estimate, the results do provide insight into the occurrence of PFOA and PFOS. PFOA was
detected in 100% of source water samples, was quantified in 76% of samples, and occurred at a median
concentration of 6.32 µg/L with a maximum of 112 µg/L. PFOS was detected in 96% of source water
samples, was quantified in 88% of samples, and occurred at a median concentration of 0.00228 µg/L
with a maximum of 0.0483 µg/L.
Of the 17 PFASs monitored in the USEPA/USGS study, 14 were qualitatively detected and 12
were quantitatively detected at least once in source water samples [60]. PFOA and PFBS were the
only analytes qualitatively detected in the source water samples at all 25 water plants. PFOS, PFBA,
PFDA, PFHpA, PFHxS, PFHxA, PFNA, and PFPeA were qualitatively detected in a least 90% of source
water samples.
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PFOA and PFOS are discussed below.
Key risk assessment decisions affecting the regulation of PFOA and PFOS are discussed below.
6.1. Exposure Assessment
6.1. Exposure Assessment
Assessing potential human health risks from exposure to a contaminant in drinking water
Assessing potential human health risks from exposure to a contaminant in drinking water requires
requires professional judgment to evaluate the applicability of both animal and human studies to
professional judgment to evaluate the applicability of both animal and human studies to drinking
drinking water exposures. PFOA and PFOS are excreted from the body very slowly [70]. The half-life
water exposures. PFOA and PFOS are excreted from the body very slowly [70]. The half-life of
of PFOA in the human body has been estimated in the range of 2.3 to 3.94 years and 4.3 years for
PFOA in the human body has been estimated in the range of 2.3 to 3.94 years and 4.3 years for PFOS,
PFOS, respectively [71]. Biomonitoring of blood serum levels is used to assess PFOA and PFOS
respectively [71]. Biomonitoring of blood serum levels is used to assess PFOA and PFOS exposure and
exposure and body burden. Measured serum levels are then analyzed using a single-compartment
body burden. Measured serum levels are then analyzed using a single-compartment pharmacokinetic
pharmacokinetic model to estimate a corresponding drinking water concentration [72].
model to estimate a corresponding drinking water concentration [72].
Blood serum levels are highly dependent the amount of PFOA and PFOS taken into the body.
Blood serum levels are highly dependent the amount of PFOA and PFOS taken into the body.
Drinking water is a major source of exposure contributing to increased serum levels [73]. Figure 1
Drinking water is a major source of exposure contributing to increased serum levels [73]. Figure 1
illustrates the effect of PFOA and PFOS exposure on blood serum levels from several studies in
illustrates the effect of PFOA and PFOS exposure on blood serum levels from several studies in different
different settings [26]. Occupational exposures (e.g., 3M workers and Dupont workers) result in the
settings [26]. Occupational exposures (e.g., 3M workers and Dupont workers) result in the highest
highest serum levels. Serum levels at contaminated sites depend upon drinking water concentration,
serum levels. Serum levels at contaminated sites depend upon drinking water concentration, age
age (e.g., Pease NH community), length of time since exposure was discontinued (e.g., Northern
(e.g., Pease NH community), length of time since exposure was discontinued (e.g., Northern Alabama
Alabama Community), and whether water treatment was installed. Blood serum levels in the general
Community), and whether water treatment was installed. Blood serum levels in the general population
population (e.g., NHANES) now are much lower than those at prior contaminated sites shown in
(e.g., NHANES) now are much lower than those at prior contaminated sites shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1.
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The Reference
6.2. Reference
Dose Dose (RfD) represents an estimate (with uncertainty spanning perhaps an order of
magnitude) of a daily human exposure to the human population (including sensitive subgroups) that is
The Reference Dose (RfD) represents an estimate (with uncertainty spanning perhaps an order
likely to be without an appreciable risk of deleterious effects during a lifetime [81]. The RfD considers
of magnitude) of a daily human exposure to the human population (including sensitive subgroups)
adverse health effects other than cancer calculated in accordance with USEPA guidelines [81].
that is likely to be without an appreciable risk of deleterious effects during a lifetime [81]. The RfD
The health advisory RfD for PFOA is based on a pharmacokinetic Human Equivalent Dose (HED)
considers adverse health effects other than cancer calculated in accordance with USEPA guidelines
derived from serum levels at the lowest observed adverse effects level (LOAEL) for a developmental
[81].
study in mice [82]. An uncertainty factor of 300 was applied to account for “extrapolation from a
The health advisory RfD for PFOA is based on a pharmacokinetic Human Equivalent Dose
LOAEL to a no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL), variability in the human population, and
(HED) derived from serum levels at the lowest observed adverse effects level (LOAEL) for a
differences in the ways humans and rodents respond to the PFOA that reaches their tissues” [9].
developmental study in mice [82]. An uncertainty factor of 300 was applied to account for
Human studies demonstrate an association of PFOA exposure and effects on serum lipids, antibody
“extrapolation from a LOAEL to a no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL), variability in the
responses, fetal growth and development, and the liver. Human epidemiology studies were deemed
human population, and differences in the ways humans and rodents respond to the PFOA that
sufficient to conclude that PFOA exposure is a human health hazard but were considered inadequate
reaches their tissues” [9]. Human studies demonstrate an association of PFOA exposure and effects
for quantitative risk assessment [9]. An RfD for PFOA of 0.00002 mg/kg/day was derived based on
on serum lipids, antibody responses, fetal growth and development, and the liver. Human
developmental effects in neonates to provide protection to both the sensitive life stages and the general
epidemiology studies were deemed sufficient to conclude that PFOA exposure is a human health
population [9].
hazard but were considered inadequate for quantitative risk assessment [9]. An RfD for PFOA of
The RfD for PFOS is based on a pharmacokinetic HED derived from serum levels at the NOAEL
0.00002 mg/kg/day was derived based on developmental effects in neonates to provide protection to
from a developmental study in rats [83]. An uncertainty factor of 30 was applied to account for
both the sensitive life stages and the general population [9].
variability in the human population and differences in human response to the PFOS reaching their
The RfD for PFOS is based on a pharmacokinetic HED derived from serum levels at the NOAEL
tissues compared to rats [10]. An RfD of 0.00002 mg/kg/day was derived for PFOS based on the most
from a developmental study in rats [83]. An uncertainty factor of 30 was applied to account for
sensitive end point to provide protection to the general population and sensitive life stages [10].
variability in the human population and differences in human response to the PFOS reaching their
The RfD is calculated to be protective of sensitive populations. Following the 2016 issuance of
tissues compared to rats [10]. An RfD of 0.00002 mg/kg/day was derived for PFOS based on the most
USEPA health advisories the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) reassessed its health-based
sensitive end point to provide protection to the general population and sensitive life stages [10].
guideline value for PFOA and PFOS. An Excel-based toxicokinetic model was constructed and applied
The RfD is calculated to be protective of sensitive populations. Following the 2016 issuance of
to derive a guidance value for PFOA. The model incorporates body burden at birth (placental transfer),
USEPA health advisories the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) reassessed its health-based
ingestion of breastmilk, and age-specific water intake rates [7]. At a relative source contribution of
guideline value for PFOA and PFOS. An Excel-based toxicokinetic model was constructed and
50%, the calculated serum concentration allocated or ‘allowed’ to result from ingestion of water was
applied to derive a guidance value for PFOA. The model incorporates body burden at birth (placental
0.065 mg/L. The water concentration calculated to maintain a PFOA serum concentration at or below
transfer), ingestion of breastmilk, and age-specific water intake rates [7]. At a relative source
0.065 mg/L throughout life for the formula-fed reasonable maximally exposed (RME) scenario and
contribution of 50%, the calculated serum concentration allocated or ‘allowed’ to result from
the breast-fed RME scenario was 0.15 µg/L and 0.035 µg/L, respectively [7]. Based on this assessment
ingestion of water was 0.065 mg/L. The water concentration calculated to maintain a PFOA serum
MDH set its final health-based PFOA guidance value at 0.035 µg/L.
concentration at or below 0.065 mg/L throughout life for the formula-fed reasonable maximally
exposed (RME) scenario and the breast-fed RME scenario was 0.15 μg/L and 0.035 μg/L, respectively
[7]. Based on this assessment MDH set its final health-based PFOA guidance value at 0.035 μg/L.
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6.3. Carcinogenicity
Epidemiology studies demonstrate an association of serum PFOA with kidney and testicular
tumors among highly exposed members of the general population [66,67,84]. PFOA has been found
to cause tumors in one or more organs of rats, including the liver, testes, and pancreas. Cancer
risk was assessed following USEPA guidelines for carcinogen risk assessment [85]. Based on the
weight of evidence PFOA was classified as having Suggestive Evidence of Carcinogenic Potential [9].
A quantitative dose–response assessment is not usually developed when there is only suggestive
evidence unless a well-conducted study is available. A cancer dose–response based on Butenhoff et al.
2012 [86] was developed for PFOA and testicular tumors. The cancer slope factor was estimated at
0.07 mg/kg-day. A PFOA concentration of 0.5 µg/L results in a theoretical 1:1,000,000 cancer risk for an
80 kg adult drinking 2.5 L of water per day [9].
Epidemiology studies have not found a direct correlation between PFOS exposure and the
incidence of carcinogenicity in humans [10]. In the only chronic oral toxicity and carcinogenicity study
of PFOS in rats, liver and thyroid tumors were identified in both the controls and exposed animals
at levels that did not show a direct relationship to dose [67]. The evidence for cancer in animals was
judged too limited to support a quantitative cancer assessment. Based on the weight of evidence
PFOS was classified as having Suggestive Evidence of Carcinogenic Potential [10]. An independent
review of the carcinogenic risk of PFOS following the International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC) evaluation process concluded “that cancer risk for PFOS, according to the IARC method, is not
classifiable as carcinogenic to humans [87].
6.4. Relative Source Contribution (RSC)
The dominant source of human exposure to PFOA and PFOS is diet (water and food). Zhang
et al. 2019 [73] detected both PFOA and PFOS in more than 70% of both blood samples and water
samples from 13 cities in China. A correlation between the geometric mean blood levels in the general
population and the corresponding mean drinking water concentration was found for PFOA (r = 0.87,
n = 13, p < 0.001) but not observed for PFOS [73].
Paper with treated coatings have a high potential for migration of PFASs to food [88]. Food
can also become contaminated with PFOA from preparation in nonstick cookware coated with
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) [88]. PFOA was previously used in the manufacture of several types of
food packaging. In January 2016, the US Food and Drug Administration amended its food additive
regulations to no longer allow for the use of PFA-containing food-contact substances [89]. Because of
its widespread use in carpets, upholstered furniture, and other textiles, PFOA has been detected in
indoor dust from homes, offices, vehicles, and other indoor spaces [90–92]. Workers in shops selling
clothing treated with a fabric protector may also be exposed to PFASs [93]. PFOA may penetrate
human skin under certain conditions [94].
Several studies have examined the relative contribution of different routes of exposure to PFOA
and PFOS [92,94,95]. A Relative Source Contribution (RSC) is applied in the health advisory calculation
to ensure an individual’s total exposure from a contaminant does not exceed the RfD. The RSC is the
portion of the RfD attributed to drinking water. The remainder to the RfD is allotted to other potential
sources. The USEPA followed an Exposure Decision Tree methodology to derive an RSC of 20% for
PFOA and PFOS each. The RSC for the health advisory is based on exposure to the general population.
In cases where data are lacking an RSC value of 20% is used as a minimum default value. If exposure
to sources other than drinking water are not expected then the RSC may be raised to 80% maximum
default value.
6.5. Immunosuppression
Both human and animal studies have demonstrated the potential effect of PFOA and PFOS on
the immune systems. In 2016 the National Toxicology Program (NTP) released a monograph on
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immunotoxicity associated with exposure to PFOA or PFOS [96]. The goal of the study was to assess
evidence of PFOA or PFOS being associated with immunotoxicity in humans. Their literature search
and screening process identified 33 human studies, 93 animal studies, and 27 in vitro/mechanistic
studies relevant to this assessment. The NTP concluded that both PFOA and PFOS are presumed to
be an immune hazard to humans based on a high level of evidence that they suppress the antibody
response from animal studies and a moderate level of evidence from studies in humans [96]. The report
acknowledges that the mechanisms of toxicity for both compounds are not clearly understood.
Several studies have identified immunotoxicity as an important effect of PFOS [69,97,98].
The plaque-forming cell (PFC) response, which reflects suppression of the immune response to
a foreign antigen, is “among the most sensitive effects” [10]. The USEPA considered but did not
use immunotoxicity as the endpoint for deriving the RfD for PFOS citing a “lack of human dosing
information and lack of low-dose confirmation of effects in animals for the short-duration study.” [10]
After reviewing the available epidemiologic studies, the agency stated [10]:
“A limitation of epidemiology studies that evaluate the immune response following PFOS exposure
is that these studies have not demonstrated whether immune parameters measured in clinically normal
individuals accurately reflect the risk of future immunological diseases. Given the immune system’s
capacity for repair and regeneration, apparent abnormalities that are detected at one point in time
might resolve before producing any adverse clinical health effect”.
Some investigators have suggested the RfD for PFOS (0.00002 mg/kg/day) is too high because it is
based on a developmental endpoint rather than immunotoxicity [98,99]. Pachkowski et al. 2019 [100]
derived a PFOS reference dose (RfDIm ) using decreased plaque-forming cell (PFC) response in mice as
the immune endpoint. This endpoint reflects suppression of the immune response to a foreign antigen.
An RfDIm of 1.8 ng/kg/day was derived based on a PFOS target human serum level of 22.5 ng/mL. This
target concentration was derived from the mouse NOAEL in Dong et al. (2009) [100]. An uncertainty
factor of 3 was applied to “account for potential toxicodynamic differences between mice and humans”.
An uncertainty factor of 10 was applied as the “standard default assumption” to account for the range
of sensitivity within the human population. These uncertainty factors values applied by Pachkowski
et al. 2019 [100] are identical to those applied by the USEPA to derive the PFOS health advisory. The
resulting estimated RfDIm is approximately one-order of magnitude lower than the RfD derived by the
USEPA but it is within the general range of uncertainty attributed to an RfD estimate [81].
Chang et al. [101] systematically reviewed 24 PFOA and PFOS epidemiology studies of the general
population, occupationally exposed workers, children and adults. Studies reviewed included ten
studies of immune biomarker levels or gene expression patterns, ten studies of atopic of allergic
disorders, five studies of infectious diseases, four studies of vaccine responses, and five studies of
chronic inflammatory or autoimmune conditions. The mode of action, the level, duration, and/or
timing of exposure are uncertain. The investigators concluded [101]:
“With few, often methodologically limited studies of any particular health condition, generally
inconsistent results, and an inability to exclude confounding bias, or chance as an explanation for
observed associations, the available epidemiologic evidence is insufficient to reach a conclusion about
a causal relationship between exposure to PFOA and PFOS and any immune-related health condition
in humans. When interpreting such studies, an immunodeficiency should not be presumed to exist
when there is no evidence of a clinical abnormality”.
6.6. Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG)
A drinking water regulation for PFOA and PFOS will include a maximum contaminant level goal
(MCLG) for each contaminant. The MCLG is a non-enforceable health goal which directly influences
the level at which an enforceable MCL would be established, as discussed below. The USEPA’s policy
is to set the MCLG at zero for contaminants known to be or are probable human carcinogens. Because
the evidence of carcinogenic potential for PFOA and PFOS is only suggestive, the MCLG would be
calculated based on noncancer effects using the RfD and RSC.
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7. Best Available Technology (BAT)
The SDWA requires the MCL to be set as close to the MCLG as is feasible when a contaminant
is regulated. “Feasible” means feasible with the use of the best technology, treatment techniques,
and other means which the USEPA finds after examination for efficacy under field conditions and not
solely under laboratory conditions (taking cost into consideration) [102]. Technologies meeting this
feasibility criterion are called best available technologies (BAT) and must be listed in each proposed
and final regulation.
PFASs are not biodegradable under typical water treatment conditions and must be removed from
water using physical/chemical processes. Removal of PFASs from drinking water and wastewater in
bench-scale studies and with various conventional processes has been reviewed previously [103–105].
A critical review of published data on removal of PFOA and PFOS at full-scale water treatment plants
is also available [106]. Technology for drinking water treatment involves a subset of a wider variety of
technologies available for remediating contaminated groundwater [107,108].
7.1. Conventional Treatment
Conventional coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation, and filtration are relatively ineffective for
removing PFOA and PFOS [105,106,109,110]. At coagulant doses typically applied to treat surface
water coagulation removed less than 35% of PFOA and PFOS [111,112]. Bench studies of coagulation
with ferric chloride and powdered activated carbon (PAC) increased removal of PFOA and PFOS up to
>90% but the initial contaminant concentration was 1 mg/L [112]. Polyaluminum chloride at an initial
dose of 5 mg/L was found more effective than alum and ferric for removing PFOA and PFOS [113].
Polyaluminum chloride enhanced with PAC addition was found effective for removing PFOA [114].
A natural coagulant (Moringe oleifera) proved to be very effective in removing PFOA and PFOS
compared to conventional coagulants, with reduction efficiencies of 72% and 65%, respectively [113].
Addition of M. oleifera and PAC (10 min contact time) with coagulation (at 5 mg/L) improved removal
efficiency up to 94% and 98% for PFOA and PFOS, respectively [113]. Sedimentation plus rapid sand
filters achieved high-removals of PFOA (85%) and PFOS (86%) associated with particulates but low
removals from the aqueous phase [115].
7.2. Oxidation Processes
Chlorine and ozone-based oxidation processes at a typical water treatment plant doses and contact
times have not been effective of removing PFOA, PFOS, and other PFASs [61,116]. PFASs are resistant
to chlorination or chloramination even when combined with other unit processes such as PAC and
UV irradiation [61]. Advanced oxidation processes in general are ineffective for destroying PFOA
and PFOS [116]. Studies of persulfate oxidation at temperatures normally encountered in the natural
environment achieved an 80.5% decomposition efficiency of PFOA at 20 ◦ C, but long reaction times are
required, rendering this process unfeasible at full-scale [117].
7.3. Adsorption
Granular activated carbon (GAC) adsorption is one of the few treatment processes demonstrating
significant PFAS removal from water [61,107,118]. GAC is effective in removing PFOA and PFOS in the
absence of competing organics [106,119,120]. Designed appropriately, GAC will remove a contaminant
to below detection limits. As the number of bed volumes of water treated increases the column
effluent concentrations also increase until the contaminant level breaks through the bed. Contaminant
breakthrough can be sudden or slow over time, but ultimately the influent concentration is reached
at which time the column is exhausted. Once the GAC in a column has been exhausted it must be
replaced and disposed of or be reactivated and reused.
When treating natural waters competitive adsorption and preloading of dissolved organic matter
(DOM) must be considered. PFAS removal efficiency with GAC is highly variable with PFAS chain
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length based on the type of DOM and PFAS [120]. In addition, breakthrough of PFBA before PFOA
and PFOS has been observed [106]. Contaminant removal is generally improved with an increase in
empty bed contact time [113].
GAC is used as a biological filter to control taste and odor or to remove biologically degradable
constituents such as DOM which serve as disinfection byproduct precursors. Water plants using
GAC for taste and odor control or DOM removal typically replace or reactivate GAC every few years.
Fresh GAC is effective at removing PFOA and PFOS. Use of GAC over one year was not effective in
removing PFOA and PFOS [61,109]. PFOA and PFOS were found to increase after GAC treatment
during summer months [107].
GAC filters can be costly to operate and maintain [121]. Costs are primarily determined by the
flow rate of water to be treated, the influent PFOA and PFOS concentration, the presence of other
PFASs to be removed, the presence of natural organic matter, GAC replacement frequency, design
empty-bed contact time, and the number of bed volumes treated. Pretreatment processes may be
necessary prior to GAC. To lower the cost, alternative adsorbents have been evaluated in exploratory
studies. PFOS removal from water was evaluated using biochar, ash, and carbon nanotubes [122].
Carbon nanotubes exhibited higher sorption capacities for PFOS than biochar and ash.
PAC has been found effective for removing PFOA and PFOS in laboratory studies [123–125].
Compared to GAC, PAC exhibits a higher adsorption capacity and faster adsorption kinetics due to its
fine particle size [123,124]. Separation and recovery of PAC from the water treated is more difficult than
GAC due to its fine particle size. Coagulation, flocculation, and sedimentation are usually required to
separate spent PAC from the water treated. PAC is typically used at a water plant only once, separated
with other solids for further residuals treatment and disposal. In bench-studies ultrafine magnetic
activated carbon consisting of Fe3 O4 and PAC allowed separation of spend PAC from residuals using a
magnet [126]. Methanol was used to regenerate the PAC for reuse up to five times.
7.4. Anion Exchange
Studies have found anion exchange to be effective for removing PFOA, PFOS, and other
PFASs [107,109,110]. Anion exchange can be very effective for removing both PFASs and DOM,
even with high levels of background DOM (9 mg carbon L−1 ) [119]. When compared with GAC, anion
exchange was preferred because PFAS chain length was less relevant compared to GAC, more effective
at removing total DOM, and more effective at removing the most hydrophobic DOM compounds [119].
7.5. Membrane Processes
Microfiltration and ultrafiltration are low-pressure membrane processes commonly used in
drinking water treatment to remove particulate matter and microorganisms. PFOA and PFOS are not
removed by these processes alone due to their large membrane pore size [121].
Reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) are high-pressure membrane processes not widely
used for drinking water treatment but commonly used for desalination, treating brackish water, and
treating wastewater for reuse [107]. RO is a proven technology for removing PFOA and PFOS, achieving
up to >99% removal [116]. NF also rejects PFOA and PFOS, with about 95% rejection achieved for
PFASs with molecular weights >300 g/mol [105]. NF rejection of PFOA and PFOS is highly affected by
the pH of the water treated.
7.6. Treatment Process Selection
In general, a water utility may use any treatment technology acceptable to their state primacy
agency to comply with a drinking water regulation. The technology selected may or may not be
designated as BAT by the USEPA. However, the USEPA is required to specify BAT to meet a drinking
water regulation in each proposed and final rule. A water utility seeking a variance from a regulation
must agree to install a BAT.
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The SDWA allows the USEPA to set an MCL or a treatment technique requirement [127]. An MCL
must be set as close to the MCLG as feasible [128]. Alternatively, a treatment technique requirement
obligates water systems to install the specified or equivalent treatment to the satisfaction of the state
regulatory agency. The treatment technique rule is used when it is not practical or feasible to determine
the level of a contaminant through laboratory testing. For example, filtration and disinfection of surface
water are required to protect against waterborne disease because testing for every pathogen potentially
present in surface water sources is not feasible. In the case of PFOA and PFOS, analytical methods are
available as discussed above but concentration variability must also be considered. An MCL would
be specified if it is feasible to reliably detect PFOA and PFOS in source and treated water during
compliance monitoring. Otherwise, a treatment technique rule may be appropriate.
8. Best Available Science
Drinking water regulations established by the USEPA are to be based on the highest-quality
science. Specifically, the SDWA requires [129] that:
“To the degree that an Agency action is based on science, the Administrator shall use (1) the best
available, peer-reviewed science and supporting studies conducted in accordance with sound and
objective scientific practices; and (2) data collected by accepted methods or best available methods
(if the reliability of the method and the nature of the decision justifies use of the data”.
This requirement has important implications for developing drinking water regulations for PFASs.
A USEPA regulatory action may be legally challenged in the US District Court of Appeals for the
District of Columba (DC) if the science upon which the regulatory action was based is arbitrary and
capricious. In practice, the science behind each science-based decision will be thoroughly scrutinized
by all stakeholders affected. In a prior case, the DC Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the USEPA
had failed to use the best available science in setting an MCLG of zero for chloroform. Specifically,
the court ruled [130] that:
“EPA cannot reject the best available evidence simply because of the possibility of contradiction in
the future by evidence unavailable at the time of the action—a possibility that will always be present.”
This court decision has two important implications: (1) the agency may be acting illegally when it
relies on default assumptions when the best available science supports a less (or more) conservative
approached for assessing risk, and (2) the best available science is the scientific evidence available at
the time of a rule-making decision. The possibility of contradiction based on further scientific data or
peer review is not a legitimate basis for rejecting the science that currently exists.
The SDWA gives US federal courts jurisdiction to review USEPA actions. Though contentious,
judicial review is an integral and important component of the US regulatory process. A stakeholder
with standing may file a petition for judicial review of a final rule. The judicial review is limited to the
administrative record and the court gives substantial deference to the USEPA when reviewing its rules.
Specifically, the Court of Appeals has stated [131] that:
“We will reverse (a) USEPA action only if it is arbitrary, capricious, and abuse of discretion,
or otherwise not in accordance with law ( . . . ) This highly deferential standard of review presumes
Agency action to be valid ( . . . ) The rationale for deference is particularly strong when USEPA is
evaluating scientific data within its technical expertise; In an area characterized by scientific and
technological uncertainty, ( . . . ) this court must proceed with particular caution, avoiding all temptation
to direct the Agency in its choice between rational alternatives. Despite this deferential standard, we
must ensure that USEPA has examined the relevant data and has articulated an adequate explanation
for its action ( . . . ) The USEPA is required to give reasonable responses to all significant comments in a
rulemaking proceeding ( . . . ) We will therefore overturn a rule-making as arbitrary and capricious
where USPEA has failed to respond to specific challenges that are sufficiently central to its decision”.
To establish an enforceable regulation for PFOA and PFOS the detection, occurrence, exposure,
health effects, human health risks, treatment technology, national costs of removal from drinking water,
as well as national benefits expected from regulation must be thoroughly assessed. Decisions made in
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the regulatory process must be based on the best available science to avoid issuing an arbitrary and
capricious regulation.
9. Costs and Benefits
At the time a new drinking water regulation is proposed the USEPA is required to publish
a determination as to whether the benefits of the MCL selected justify, or do not justify, the costs
of meeting the MCL based on a health risk reduction and cost analysis (HRRCA) [132]. The cost
of a regulation includes capital costs for treatment installation, operation and maintenance costs,
and compliance monitoring costs. The number of water systems in the United States to be affected
by alternative regulatory levels is estimated. A decision tree of treatment options and unit costs is
developed, and assumptions made to estimate how many water systems would install a particular
process to comply with the regulation. National capital cost and operation and maintenance costs are
estimated by multiplying the number of water systems using a particular treatment technology by the
unit cost for that technology. The USEPA estimates costs and benefits of regulating PFOA and PFOS on
a national basis using statistical projections of the number of water systems affected and unit treatment
cost models. However, the cost faced by any particular water to remove PFOA and PFOS is likely to be
higher than USEPA estimates.
Compliance monitoring costs are estimated based on the monitoring strategy applied to document
water system compliance. Analytical methods for PFOA and PFOS require highly trained laboratory
analysts and advanced laboratory equipment, and are of relatively high cost. If the standardized
monitoring framework [133] is applied, initial monitoring for PFOA and PFOS would be required.
Subsequent monitoring frequency would be based on initial monitoring results with waivers typically
granted if concentrations are reliably and consistently below the MCL and if the water source is not
vulnerable to contamination.
Adverse effects on health are quantified at the concentrations typically found in drinking water.
Unquantifiable health benefits are important and considered, but quantifiable benefits form the primary
bases of HRRCA. To determine the health benefits of a regulation, the difference between the prevailing
ambient drinking water concentrations prior to regulation and the concentrations expected after
installation of water treatment is determined on a national basis to assess exposure reduction. In the
case of PFOA and PFOS, exposure reduction is expected to result in benefits regarding human serum
lipids, birth weight, and serum antibodies. Reliably quantifying specific health benefits associated
with exposure reduction may not be possible.
10. Regulatory Determination
The SDWA requires the USEPA to make determinations on whether or not to regulate at least five
listed contaminants [134]. A notice of preliminary determination and opportunity for public comment
must precede publication of final determinations. A determination to regulate a contaminant is based
on findings that the criteria for health effects, occurrence, and risk reduction discussed above are met.
Findings must be based on the best available public health information, including occurrence data
collected during UCMR monitoring.
11. Other US Standards and Advisories
Regulatory agencies in states experiencing environmental and/or drinking water contamination
of PFOA and PFOS have been very active in conducting research and setting health standards and
advisories. Each state has laws governing the regulation of drinking water implemented by an
agency of the state government. In general, states are not bound by SDWA legal requirements when
establishing drinking water regulations but their rules must be at least as stringent as the USEPA.
States typically have fewer procedural and technical constraints than the USEPA, allowing them to
adopt a regulatory approach that best fits the needs of their jurisdiction.
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State regulatory agencies in the United States are taking different approaches to address PFOA
and PFOS in drinking water and at contaminated sites. Ten states have adopted the USEPA health
advisory levels for PFOA and PFOS (Alaska, Arizona, Alabama, Colorado, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New York, Rhode Island, and West Virginia) [135]. Nevada adopted a basic comparison
level for PFOA and PFOS at 667 ng/L for each [136]. Exceeding a basic comparison level does not
automatically designate a site as needing a response action but suggests further evaluation of health
risks is warranted.
California [137] adopted non-regulatory, health-based notification levels for PFOA and PFOS of
14 ng/L and 13 ng/L, respectively. Notification levels are as set as a precautionary measure although
water systems are not required to conduct monitoring. If test results exceed the notification level, then
the water system must comply with state public notification requirements. When notification levels for
PFOA and PFOS are exceeded and concentrations cannot be reduced below the USEPA health advisory
levels removing the source from service is recommended [137].
Minnesota [6] and New Jersey [99] conducted independent risk assessments (discussed above)
basing their advisory levels on different toxicological endpoints. The Minnesota health advisory levels
for PFOA and PFOS are 35 ng/L and 27 ng/L, respectively [138]. The New Jersey health advisory levels
for PFOA and PFOS are 14 and 13 ng/L, respectively [139].
A few states have addressed other PFASs in addition to PFOA and PFOS. New Jersey set a health
advisory limit for PFNA at 13 ng/L [139]. Vermont established a health advisory limit of 20 ng/L for
the sum of PFOA, PFOS, PFHxS, PFHpA, and PFNA [140].
The USEPA issued a draft interim recommendation for addressing ground water contaminated
with PFOA and PFOS at sites being evaluated and addressed under federal cleanup programs [141].
For ground water contaminated with PFOA or PFOS, a screening level of 40 ng/L is proposed.
A risk-based screening level is used to calculate a Hazard Quotient (HQ). Further evaluation of a
contaminated site would be warranted if the PFOA or PFOS HQ is above 0.1. At sites where contaminant
concentrations are below screening levels, no further action or study is generally warranted. In cases
where the HQ exceeds 0.1, a decision to take remedial clean up action would be typically based on
the results of a baseline risk assessment [141]. The health advisory for the combined concentration of
PFOA and PFOS (70 ng/L) would be used to develop a preliminary remediation goal which may be
modified as appropriate to protect human health and the environment.
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA or
Superfund) authorizes the Agency of Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) to prepare a
toxicological profile for the hazardous substances most commonly found in facilities from the CERCLA
National Priorities List and that pose the most significant potential threat to human health [67]. A draft
profile for 14 PFASs was published for public comment in June 2018. Toxicological profiles are synthesis,
non-regulatory documents reflecting the ATSDR’s assessment of all relevant toxicologic testing and
information about these substances. The ATSDR preparation of a toxicological profile is not subject to
SDWA requirements.
ATSDR toxicological profile risk assessment calculations differ from the regulatory health effects
and risk assessment required of the USEPA under the SDWA. If adequate data is available, ATSDR
calculates a minimum risk level using a methodology similar to the USEPA calculation of the RfD. Oral
minimal risk levels were proposed for PFOA (3 × 10−6 mg/kg/day), PFOS (2 × 10−6 mg/kg/day), PFHxS
(2 × 10−5 mg/kg/day), and PFNA (3 × 10−6 mg/kg/day) [67]. Minimal risk levels are intended to serve
as screening levels to identify hazardous waste sites where further investigation is needed. They may
also be used to identify sites not expected to cause adverse health effects. Minimal risk levels are not
enforceable nor intended to define clean up or action levels for ATSDR or other agencies [142].
12. International Standards
Many countries have established guidelines or action levels for PFOA and PFOS which typically are
non-enforceable screening levels. Summary lists of international standards for PFASs are available [136].
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A few countries have set regulatory standards. For example, Health Canada established a maximum
acceptable concentration for PFOA [143] and PFOS [144] at 200 ng/L and 600 ng/L, respectively. When
both are present the sum of the ratios of PFOA and PFOS detected concentrations to the corresponding
maximum allowable concentration should not exceed 1. Denmark established a health-based standard
for PFOA and PFOS at 100 ng/L for each [145]. Germany set a health-based drinking water standard
for PFOA and PFOS at 300 ng/L for each [146]. An administrative drinking water standard for PFOA
and PFOS was set at 100 ng/L for each.
13. Summary and Conclusions
PFOA and PFOS are persistent organic pollutants receiving global attention. They are two of over
4700 PFASs synthesized, many of which are in active industrial use. PFOA and PFOS have unique
chemical characteristics and were manufactured and in a wide variety of industrial and consumer
products used in the United States from the 1940s to 2015. Consequently, the US population has already
been exposed to these substances and have low levels of them in their blood serum. Although PFOA
and PFOS are no longer manufactured in the United States, the US population may still be exposed to
them from legacy uses, past improper industrial waste disposal, and their transport in the environment
from other countries where they are manufactured and/or used.
For drinking water regulation to be enforceable, the MCL must reflect a clear delineation between
test results above and below the MCL, unaffected by variability in laboratory performance. If PFOA
and PFOS are to be regulated the USEPA will establish a PQL for each. If the best treatment technology
available can lower PFOA and PFOS concentrations to below the PQL, then the MCL for noncarcinogenic
substances is typically set at MCLG or the PQL whichever is highest. For substances known or likely
to be carcinogenic to humans the MCLG is zero, in which case the enforceable limit is set at the PQL.
PFOA and PFOS have been detected in the environment and in drinking water worldwide
(Table 2). A contaminant must be known or likely to be present in drinking water at levels of public
health concern to warrant a national regulation. The UCMR 3 monitoring results represent the only
available statistically valid survey of national occurrence for the PFASs tested. When analyzing UCMR
data, the numbers of water systems exceeding the MRL are a function of the concentration at which
the MRL is established. The public health significance is evidenced by the number of water systems
exceeding the HRL. The 70 ng/L HRL for PFOA was exceeded by only 13 water systems or 0.3% of the
water systems tested. The 70 ng/L HRL for PFOS was exceeded by only 46 water systems or 0.9% of
the water systems tested. To be regulated, a determination must be made that PFOA and PFOS are
known or likely to be present in drinking water at concentrations of public health concern.
Assessing adverse health effects of PFOA and PFOS exposure involves several important scientific
issues. Biomonitoring of blood serum levels indicates the body burden posed by PFOA and
PFOS exposure. The RfD established for a regulation may differ from the RfD used to derive
the health advisories depending on the decisions made in determining the toxicological endpoint (e.g.,
developmental or immunological), pharmacokinetic modeling, and interpretation of toxicological
studies (e.g., LOAEL, NOAEL, uncertainty factors). Toxicological and risk assessment considerations
will be a significant factor in setting MCLGs for PFOA and PFOS.
The RSC is applied to ensure an individual’s total exposure from a contaminant does not exceed
the RfD. The RSC is the portion of the RfD attributed to drinking water. The remainder to the RfD is
allotted to other potential sources. A default value of 20% was used to derive the health advisories
based on exposure to the general population. Unless additional data become available, this same RSC
default value will be used to develop a national regulation for PFOA and PFOS.
The SDWA requires the MCL to be set as close to the MCLG as is feasible. “Feasible” means feasible
with the use of the best technology, treatment techniques, and other means which the USEPA finds
after examination for efficacy under field conditions and not solely under laboratory conditions (taking
cost into consideration) [102]. Few technologies meet this feasibility criterion. GAC adsorption, anion
exchange, and reverse osmosis remove PFOA and PFOS. The effectiveness of treatment technology
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and the PQL usually have the most influence on the MCL determination. If PFOA and PFOS are
regulated, the effectiveness and cost of treatment technology or other means being considered must be
determined. The USEPA is required to make a determination whether the national benefits justify the
national cost for each final national primary drinking water regulation.
The best available peer-reviewed science and supporting studies “conducted in accordance with
sound and objective scientific practices” are to be used when a regulatory decision is based on science.
Only data collected by accepted methods or best available methods are to be used if the reliability of
the method and the nature of the decision justifies use of the data [129].
At the time a new drinking water regulation is proposed, the USEPA is required to publish
a determination as to whether the benefits of the MCL selected justify, or do not justify, the costs
of meeting the MCL based on a health risk reduction and cost analysis (HRRCA) [132]. The cost
of a regulation includes capital costs for treatment installation, operation and maintenance costs,
and compliance monitoring costs.
The quantifiable and unquantifiable benefits of the regulation must be estimated if a regulation is
developed. Adverse effects on health are quantified at the concentrations before and after treatment.
Quantified benefits form the primary basis of HRRCA, which presents the costs and benefits of each
alternative MCL under consideration.
A decision whether to regulate PFOA and PFOS is anticipated as part of the Regulatory
Determination 4. The USEPA decided to not regulate 24 contaminants in prior Regulatory
Determinations 1, 2, and 3. [147–149] A specific rationale for the decision to not regulate was
provided for each contaminant. Prior decisions provide a backdrop and precedent for the decision
whether to regulate PFOA and PFOS. For example, aldrin and dieldrin are not regulated because their
use had been banned and they had “a low frequency and low level of occurrence in drinking water.“
The percentage of water systems exceeding the HRL for aldrin and dieldrin were 0.494% and 0.2%,
respectively. Hexachloropentadiene occurs in public water systems but is not regulated because it did
not occur at a frequency or level of public health concern. Manganese is not regulated because it was
“generally not considered to be very toxic when ingested with the diet and drinking water accounts for
a relatively small proportion of manganese intake”.
The frequency of occurrence and potential health risks are a significant factor for the PFOA
and PFOS determination. In Regulatory Determination 1 metribuzin and naphthalene were not
regulated because they were “not known to occur ( . . . ) at a level of public health concern” and
were infrequently detected. Other contaminants for which a determination was made to not regulate
include the dacthal mono- and di-acid degradates; 1,1-dichloro-2,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)ethylene (DDE);
1,3-dichloropropene; 2,4-dinitrotoluene; 2,6-dinitrotoluene; s-ethyl dipropylthiocarbamate (EPTC);
fonofos; terbacil; 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane; dimethoate, 1,3-dinitrobenzene, terbufos; and terbufos
sulfone. [147–149].
A majority of states have accepted and are applying the USEPA health advisory limits for PFOA
and PFOS. Several states performed independent risk assessments and set state-specific advisory
limits, especially states where significant environmental contamination had occurred due to improper
industrial waste disposal. International agencies, ATSDR, and state agencies independently develop
advisory limits within the constraints of their prevailing legal requirements. The USEPA PFOA
and PFOS health advisory limits and any future drinking water regulations are developed under
the SDWA [15], APA [16], and the agency’s regulatory policies, which are more stringent than the
requirements faced by other agencies.
PFOA and PFOS contamination will continue to be addressed by state agencies and USEPA
regional offices regardless of whether these contaminants are regulated nationally. Contamination first
discovered occurred prior to enactment of present environmental laws and were addressed through
litigation [36,37]. Several thousand lawsuits were filed against the manufacturers of PFOA and PFOS
resulting in large monetary settlements [150–152]. Affected water systems and consumers can access a
wealth of information on PFOA and PFOS from the USEPA and many state agencies.
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Several agencies have been actively addressing PFOA and PFOS contamination for well over a
decade. Much has been learned but extensive research is still needed to answer key questions. Two
congressionally mandated research grants have been initiated. Investigators at Oregon State University
and North Caroline State University have been granted US$2.6 million to define and predict the toxicity
of PFASs, in work that is due for completion in April 2022 [153]. A research team from the Colorado
School of Mines, Duke University, Michigan State University, North Carolina State University, and the
University of Colorado at Denver has been granted US$2.45 million to develop actionable data on the
fate, transport, bioaccumulation, and exposure of a large suite of PFASs in nationally representative
PFAS-impacted communities, in a study due for completion in April 2022 [154]. As knowledge
gaps are filled by these and other studies, better decisions can be made on how best to reduce total
PFAS exposure.
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